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POLITICAL VALUES IN EDUCATIONAL FINANCE: 0

THE CASES OF CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES1

.a

n-tr-yla- -a sl-egart as much- by

educators and politicians in Canada as in the United States. Yet, a

comparison of the systems oFeducational finance in the two countries.

suggests that there is far greater eqtiality of condition vis -a -vis

CA:-/

education in Canada th in the United States. One does 'not find, for

example, the range o expenditures per pupil in'a province like Ontario

as one does in the st of California. What explanationcan account
, -

for the differences in the way Cana,-:lian provinces have interpreted

equality of education as compared with states in the U.S.? .Is it a

question of better technique in developing formulas for equalization

grants, or is it rooted in the basic political values of the peoples of

the two nations? It is the thesis of this paper that the latter inter-

pretation is correct; hat Canadians, and in partictilar English-Canadians,

place greater emphasis o society as a whole thanao Americans, who4tend

. to view the individual as Ipre-erdinent, and that tftese differences in

,

values explain the greater equality of expinditu e per pupil found in
. ,

Canadian provinces.

The Hartzian Approachr,

-Louis Hartz; in The Liberal Tradition i America (1955) and

The Founding of New Societies (1964), has prop sed an explanation to

1
aper presented at Comparative Politics of ducational Innovation: The

Role of Values and Policy Paradigms, Internet onal Studies Associ 'ation Panel,

1
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account for the differences inlhe political values and ideologies

foun4-among-the-natfa:.-.deve.Uapa

-rto e- course

brought the West into the moderOoprld:(1964, p. 3) ." The key tO40e

political traditions of a given fragment, whether it bo French-CanadIk

Australia, or whatever, is the set of political theories and beliefs

3 1/ 11^ brae

in ascendency in Europe at the "point of departure" of the new society.

,

Chronologically, the.political spectrum in Europe developed

from Feudalism or Totyism, t iggery and Liberalism in the 18th cen-

tury, to Socalism in the 19th century, _Hence, a society tuch as

French-Canada, created at the end of the feudal era in Europe, embodies

feudal values and ideologies, whereas Australia, settled principally

in the late 19th century, is imbued witifs9cialistiC beliefs. In the

I

(chronological) middle of these two extremes are both English-Canada

and the United States,Joth of which were "struck off" from England

and Europe at the height of Liberalism; hence, both are basically

liberal societies though, as we shall aee, English-Canada maintains

a trace of Toryism and Socialism not found in the United States due to

its own unique history (Horowitz, 1966). While these traces of other

values are small when English-Canada is compared with fragments such as

French-CanadaAnd Australia, they are extremely important when contrasting

English-Canadian and American political behaviours. 'In particular-, they

canaccount for the greater "equality qf condition" which one finds

among boards of education in Canadian provinCes, as compared to the

typical situatin found in the iihite4 States.

A
4
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Fragment societies differ from their European sources in several

wa)cs:TABStia=amenta ese_ -rences_ s___tiMa:riEC151._

a c,mplete spectrum of political ideologies, a deficiency which results

No

in "a loss of both their 'Past" and their futurem., The United States,

ideologically separated from the feudal past of Europe, can neither

recall that pest to justify political decisions nor turn ftY4the social-

ism in Europe which developed as a response to the excesses of liberal-

ism ,(and in particular laissez-faire capitalism).. Of course, the,

sociaiistid response was far more "necessary"- in Europe than in the

United States. since Europe had never been as fully liberated fromHthe

rigid class system imposed by feudalism.

A second characteristic normally found in fragment societies is

the metamorphose of the principal political ideology into a nationalistic,

secular religion. In Europe, neither Tory elitism nor radical socialism

are heretical--as both are in the United States with its belief ill

. "Amerftlnism" and as is the first in Australia with its legend of

"mate-ship".

8dt in thesetwo characteristics--the loss of past andfutureand

the conversion of ideokgy into nationalism--English-Can4a differs markedly
, '

from the United States. Throughout,EnglishCanada, both Tory and socialistic

views are acceptable, if not wholeheartedly endorsed. 'Canada has nekrer

experienced the messianic drive of a Wilson to "make the world safe for

(liberal) democracy;" nor has it experienced the polical witch=hunts

of a McCarthy. (Hartz, 1964, pp. 118, 119). The presence of a broader

political ideological spectrum in English- :Canada -a presence N4hich has

an important input on the meaning of "educational equality " - -can be

)
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accounted for by two historical-- facto -r& related -to the manner- imswhich

that aociety--was-!strAfck: off" from Europe. --

Until 1776, both the thirteen colonies in what is today the

'United States and the colony of qova'Scotia in today's Canada were

,socities cast from essentially the same mold. All' Assessed a liberal

orientation: personal liberty--in religion, in business, and in property--

were highly valued. Colonial legislatures, were active in all, and the

Crown was viewed generally with suspicion. Other parts of Canada, such

as today's Ontario (then part of Quebec) did not yet have,a separate

existence and were managed by the major trading companies (The Hudson's

,Bay Company or the North-West Company) or by a Governor appointed by the

Crown. Nevertheless% it is probably safe to.say that most English-

Canadians of that era possessed essentially the same political values

to be found in the Thirtaeil Colonies. But with the revolution which

created the United Statps, a second emigration took place to Canada:

that of Loyalists to the Crown, who rejected republicans r continued

existence in a monarchy. Most chose to'reside in Nova Scotii.a--which had

remained loel to the Crown because of circumst(ncesj of geography and the

,
presence of a subitantial British garrison--of in. arts of Quebec west

of The Ottawa Igver. Subsequently, Nova Scotia was divided into the,,
r-

_ * .

present provinces of New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia,,

' and western Quebec became Upper Canada and later Ontario.

The total number of Loyalists who emigrated was quiteamall, but

so was Canada's population; hence, their presence acted as a conservative

fprce in Canada's political-development. Their political'values, while

still basically liberal, possessed the touch of Tory still present today.

/
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That1is, their preference for the monarchy represented a suspicion of

7-popular democracy, leadership-of-elites-chos-enLmore-hy

-corporate nature of society witb-the-ctffitOn-

good being valued somewhat more highly than individual rights, which

stand pre-eminent in more pure iibe;a1,societies such as the'United

Nrates. "

Respect for the commo good, for society asa whole as opposed

to individuals, was reinforced later in Canada's history with the immi-
x

0 gration of hundreds of thousands of Irish, Scottish, and English settlers

during the middle part of the 19th century, at a time when liberal values

i

,}

had already passed their zenith and socialistic ideals were \gaining

acceptance. Similar or greater number immigrated to the United States,

but in'Englisb-Canada the immigyants dodned or tripled the existing

. A
popuiakpn (Horowitz, p. 14). To be sure., these immigrants were escaping

. N
Europe to find more hospitable environs, and were no doubt strongly in-

fluenced by the.liberal nd frontier values in both Canada and the United

States. But their epinance Canada apparently added a socialistic

position to the ides gical spectrum which, while rejecting for egalitari-
,

anism both the elitism and preference'for a hierarchical social structure
iL

held by the Tories, also recognized as valid the corporate, collectivistic

4
view of society in a manner which has never been acceptpd in the United

States.

The diWrenced in political vanes between the United States and

'English -Cdnada are admirably illusrated-b*-comparison of the purposes for

the two nations: the Declaration of Independence promises, "life, liberty

1
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and the pursuit of happiness," whereas II4 British NortkApprica Act of
-,

.

.

. ., A _ _ _ _ s .

a/P

.1#

,

18 6-r(-the Canadian l'constitEtionV; grogilidt -4T- iie wede-ratiovern--, p ,e, .

. \ J

merit (Horowitz, p. 20)." The individualism inherent in

,

the American
1

philosophy-is obvious, as s t e empi eh ,on,t e common goo fiCtirlidrifiT---

,

philOsophy. This nontrast in values is also obvious in other types of~
t%.

_ - \
behaviour, both of the people and their governments. For

. %

example,-the .

, 1 . .

murder rate for Canada Is one -tenth of that in the United States ("Get
. . J ...,

v Rid.of Guns...; 1975). In international affairs, the Unitd& States

' /supplies arms to Greece and Turkey, to Israel and Jordan. Canada pans
.

,

1'

the unarmed United Nations patrols which separate .these two pairs of
k '

-

,enemies.

k
In summary, both'English-Canada and the United States are

. essentially liberal fragments of European society. Protection of the

.

rights and freedoms of individuals are of fundamental importance in

: both nations. But in English - Canada, liberalism must contend with",

'certain touches of Toryism, wits hierarchicAl, wholls -64eurof
0

ti

society, and of socialism, with itt egalitarian, whollstic. view of

society. ---As a- result, common gobd_rgeeivei somewkst-m66iCrmal
. I

,

attention in danada than in the United Staten. In Hartzian terms, -

Canada possesses a piece of its political "past" and "future" which

the United States does not, and in the United States liberalism has

flourished and unfolded as has not in Canada. But, whil4 Canadian

politicians can appeal to the common cause, American politicians,

restrained by liberal philosopifyf'cannot do so.. Instelid Ehey are forced'

to appeal to pragmatic and'prohlem-solving, as Franklin Roosevelt did

during the Depression, to justify decisions which serve the common' good--

decisions which in ideological terms are socialiaitic.

8'
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Educational-Governance and Finande

1

t'

-111-01matime,- the; owrail systems ut edutational governance and.

finance Canada and-the United saesr ngysm ar arqu ar,

.
10

--Thefed-eral government's in

ole, though for'oposite reasons.

'gave theptovinces responsibility

'both nations play a minor

The British North America Act (BNA)
,

for education and a number-of other
1 r

'1.
matters, and left remaining powers to the federal goVeinment. ;r1 contrast,

-.
the Constitution'of the ited States makes no mentienV education, but

- .

/.
leaves it and remaining powers to the',.tn ividual states. Hence in canadi

/
the proxinces, and in the United States the states; are resppnaible for

education.Further, all provinces and all but one state (Hawaii)-have
.\

1

ehos'en decentralized 'education bY.Creating local school boards with

'elected or, appointed trustees. But jlerWihe similarity between the

nations ends, for the Canadian provincial governments have retained far

greater authority vis-a-vis local boards than is generally true for state
.

governments in the United States. In particular, 'they have responded to
t i-

.

the need for equalization aid to the local boards in a more radical" manner. V

than have their counterparts in the United States.
: .

. ,.

'
The relatively greatercentriptizarion o he authdrity over

-,.
i

, /
.

education in l*Pvinciai asioppoded to the state-government's can be seen
44

e 1
4.b. , 0

as an expression of the corporate view of.societycoition to both-TOXYism

and scaiafism, yet the basic act of decentralizing I the educational :

function/at all is proor.ofethe basic liberal nature of the society.
, \,

The Tory, however, cannot put complete faith in .the people to make the

' best judgment'in the interestsof ttie whole society: this isIclearin

,Ontarid; for.example,,where curreiculud guidelines for 41 subjects and

levels hare prepared in the ,central vinistry;.where the'chief,executive

0 .

officet appointee) in a board.must have
/

theministees approvii, etc. ;

I

W
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In contrast, it is at the local level t at the American states plate

-th bme-iir-t-he -Uni-ted-StateA,sueil-gs-Lleherman

(116()beileye_aoducation has clearly outlived its

Gaallibell; Cunningham- And-Mei'hee__
1-

(1965) is. probably more representative' "At the moment there is little.

evidence that our political system produces more rational, or better
-

decisions about education at the state or federal level than at the

local levl. Granted that the effects of a ood\state decision are

ssions of a bad state deci-
-

pervasive, it is also true that the reper

sion are far-rehching (p. 106) ."' The quotation they. select from Dewey

'(19577 is alsp telling of the AmeriChn view of socia;y which supports

,

a locus of decision-making as near to the grass-roots as possible: /

. ,

It is not _that there is no public, no large body

( of persons having a common interest in the consequences
.

of social transactions. There is too much publie,

public too diffused and scattered and too intricate

1 'compositfqh (p. 137)-.

Hickrod, Alet (197) have traced. this relationship betweenlI3b

\ism:and education in the United States from Jefferson and de Toqueville

a

in

through to recent propbsals-for the reform of educational finance., Through-
,

. '

, ,

out, the autharity'of lodal jurisdictions is justified on the basis of a

world View which is distrustful of, the ultimate wisdom of the.central

government. Eyen recent propo\., sals which would'grant mote power to the
\

I

i

1
--_ ..........

state are justified on the basis of preserving the individual student's' \

opportunities.,

Regardless of the degree'of centralization of power, a common
? i

-

problem is faced by local boards of educationJwhich depend on local
.. , ...i

1 ,

revenues wherever they are located:,.- vastly different financial resoUt iteg',

,
4
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Rideout (1974, p. 4) notes that in Oetario in the late 1950's,-the ratio

valuation pet student for elementary boards was 1 :

Morphet, Johns, and Reller (1967) note similar condition's in the United

States, as well as the potential benefiys of reorganization: "Through

reorganization alone, the range in ability of districts in several states

has been reduced from more-than 100-to-1 , to 10- or 20-to-1 (p.504)."

The extent of variation in financial resource's among local boards

is at least potentially, under the con trol of both state and pkovincial

governments, as sugge%ted above. Inequality cannot be elAminated entirely

by'board consolidation, but it can be reduced. Many states and provinces
-

have encouraged, consolidation throtigh bonuses to larger units:- In recent,

years, Canadian provinCes, with theit greater power in the field of educa-

have acted more decisively:
4

Prior 1965 Ontario had over 3,000 school districts...

In 1965 the provincial legislature passed mandarory legislation

making each township the basic unit of school administration

for rural public elementary schools.... So successful was this

reorganization:that in 1968 the province took the next step.

and declared, ach together with the city or citieso

included therein s a school division for the administration
/-

of public elementary and secondary education ( Rideout, 1974).

After the 1969 reorganization, the ratio of assessed valuation

per student was 1:21 . Similar actions haye been'taken in other provinces

(e.g., Prince Edward Islihd) or are being considered (e.g'., Nova Scotia).

In all cases, English-Canada's Tory heritage has left provincial governments

=with greater authority than is found in the American states, so that
,

11
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provincial decision-making n the educational sphere is feasible'even on

difficult matters such as a board unifitation. Wm a state to-decree-

unificatitn in the manner of Ontario would simply be unthinkable.

, -\Still, the disparity in wealth among boards is so great, even

in those jurisdictions where reorganization has occurred, thitt state

and provincial authories have been making some type of equalization

grant for many years. As Germs and Kelly (1970) report,,"In 1905

llwood Cubberly said, 'In two-thirds of the states of the Union no

adequatt provision is made forthe maintenance of the smaller'schools

of the state, and usually these are maintained in a most unsatiefactoiy

'manner and at a sacrifice entirely out of ptopprtion Ito the local benefits

.

.

received.' The response to iTad_by.Cubberly and others was the state

_ii ,

.

foundation prograd...(p.256)." anadian provinces, took adopted equalize-

tion programs, including Ontario which, at least in the,1960's, was on

,

a foundation prog

Tecicnically, Ontario's foundatioh program of the late 1960's,

was the same as that of California's at the'time of the Serrano decision'

(Rideout, p. 2). But, with the amalgamatign of board4,in 1969,,the

province introduced a percentage equalizing form of grant with weighted

students (Rideout, p. 4) similar to that.proposed by Germs and"%elly

(1970). With t ikchange it is instructive to compare the ratio of

expenditures er pupil. For Ontario, the ratio was 1: 1.9 in 1970,

is

andonly 1:1.6 in 1972 after the introduction of expenditure ceilings.

For 1969,, California's r io of expenditures was 1:4.2 (Greenbaum, 1971).

This magnitude of rati s common in the United States,' where they range

1r

from about 2-to-1 in ,few states up to or frto-1 ,in *others (Morphet;

Johns and Reller, p. 50 1)."
I.
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The introduction of expenditure ceilings by the government of

. ,

Ontario alluded to abov is:another example. of the force of the provin-
. -. .

cial government's role in Canadian education. 'According to Dimensions
.1

(November 1974), the offid61dtgan of the Ontario Ministry of Education,

)' it was a simple case of rational dedision making, not political necessity,

to introduce expenditure ceilings:

Near.the end of the 60's, governments everywhere

became aware that the huge annual increases in education

spending were threatening to bankrupt them in the not too

many years

In Ontario, the ceilings were introduced in 1970

to achieve this, while at the same time preserving the

achievements of the 1960's ..... -0

The ceilings are part of an overall government.

.policy d signed to reduce the burden of heavier property

P taxes for education. Today the government pays 60% of

;hi total cost of elementary and secondary education

throughout the province --compared with just 37% in

1960 (p. 3).

One other effect of the spending ceilings, besides controlling overall

expenditures, was its effect on equality of expenditures. Low spending

boards in Ontario are 'catching up with high spending boards,. as implied

Ap the lower ratios between lland high expenditure boards stated abolk.
,_

'kCan9bne imagine the governdent of California placing a limit on board

: enditute--forbidding Beverley Hills to make any increases in.education

expenditure until the rest of the state caught up? 'For this reason, only

'levelling*" is seriouslykaosidered (Frentz, 1975).

13
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While a number of court cases'filed in the United States have

had the objective of forcing states to provide more equal funding for

schools, the recent United States Supreme Court decision in Rodriquez

v. San Antonio Independent Schools leaves financial responsibility with

the local board and not the state. Though the case can be viewed as

a delay created by a "conservative" liberal court whiCh will fall when,

as time passes, reform liberals are appointed, it nevertheless reveals

abasic principle that has held atlest until now .in the U.S.: the

state does not step in to see that all children are provided an equal

quality of education because such action would be seen to interfere with

local and indiVidual rights. The acts of the Ontario government rev

that there is no such,Inviolate principle there, .nor is there in

remainder of English-Canada. "The Canadian provinces have been moving

rapidly towards a system in which the province is,,in effect, one unit for
0

the purpose of school finance. In some provinces, such as New Brunswick,

Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland, full state funding is.the solution

.

adopted. In the western provinces foundation programs which cover between

85 and 90 percent of the total school board expenditures are in effect

(Rideout, p. 13."

Equality
4

Whe meaning of equality in English-Canada is very difOrenftom its

meaning in the United States. In the former, equality of condition is the

ective; in the latter, equality of opportunity. This conclusion is based

not only on the far greater equalization achieved in educational finance in

Canadian provinces as compared to American states, but on other factors as

well. All provinces have schemes for socialized medicine, extensive assistance

14
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to public=transport, etc. Equality, therefore; possesses a meaning found

under socialism--equality of condition--rather than under liberalism--

equality of opportunity, This view: is supported further by the explanatory

system developed by Hartz and.expanded by Horowitz, which leads us to expect

this difference, in view of the relatively late date in the 19th century

at which Canadian political philosophy.finally congealed. One may still

find; as well, remnants of Tory, hierarchical view of society?(as for example,

Ontario's Grade 13 for the relative few students who continue beyond the

Grade 12 diploma, or the Colleges of Applied Arts and Technologies which

are two -year collets that do not serve as transfer institutions to

liberal Arts colleges), but the combination of liberal and Socialist

forces have effectively won the day in terms of provision of equal services.

The Future: Version I (May 1975)

Both English-Canada and the United States are,,essentially liberal

fragments of European society, though:' following Horowitz (1965), this-

tif
discussion has emphasized their dissimilarities rather than similarities

(McRae, 1964) in order to develop contrasts with the United States:

both societies, of course, protection of the rights and freedoms of indi:

viduals is the fundamental objective. In English-Canada, liberalism must

contend with certain touches of Toryism--with its hierarchical, corporate

view of society and innate conservatism--and of socialism--with its egali-

tarian, corporate view of society and innate desire for innovation. :Together,

the touches of Toryism and socialism have interacted to reinforce the ten-

dency to view society within Canada and its.provinces in, an organic way--

. as an integral whole rather than a composite of independent, free-thinking

individuals. -In American society, .equality has maintained much more-of its

liberal meaning--equality of Oppottunity--than its socialistic meaning--
4
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equality of condition. There, the myth of Horatio Alger remains. In
.

Canada it never existed.

The broader political spe6trum in Canada with its three viable

national partiesthe Nei Demo'crats (socialist), the Liberal; (liberal)

and Progressive Conservativel (conservative)--gives Canadian politicians

more "ideals" or "beliefs" to be used in legitimizing public policy

than are possessed by American politicians. Hence., in-confronting the

problem of fiscal Onalization in education, Canadian provinces have

been free to be more innovative, socially speaking, than have state

governments in the United States.

Hartz believes that while fragment societies have escaped their

1

pasts and futures, the future is now returning. That is, the United

States leas been able to pursue a dogmatic, liberal course in internal

and external affairs, but must now contend with other, alien philosophies.

Wilson and others have failed; the nations of the world have not all

accepted liberal, capitalistic democracy as their model. Indee01, to

many nations, socialism or some more radical, collectivistic approach

to social organization appears to be a far more attractive solution--i i
.

their people are to be fed. The energy crisis, and other changes which

clarify the nature of the "global village" are forcing the United States

and other liberal fragment societies to face the future they escaped

by being "struck off" from turopeG5 The Viet-Nam war, at very least;

proved that alien, heretical beliefs cannot be destroyed by fire.

Tolerance is necessary, a tolerance ,,that Americans have shown for

varying religious beliefs (as long as they were'not based on collective

social organizations), but not for varying politiCal beliefs.

10
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TriMy opini2p, this re-entry into the full Western political

1W
spgtrum is likelfto pose greater problems for the United States than

//forCanada, since the. latter has a wider political spectrum. If the

.

1

V / future brings a rapid decrease in 'standard of living, which the energy

crisis and apparent re-alignments in the world economy suggest may occur,

then the liberal, capitalistic systems in both nations may fall to main-

tain a minimal acceptable standard of living for their weakest members,

as they have in the past. In such circumstances, I suspect that Canada

may accept a full, socialistic state more easiJV than the United States,

just as equality of educttional finance has been more easily 'athieved--

through legislation for the common good and without need for court battles.

The major hope in the United States appears,to be the continued
Or

re-definition of equality froin equality of opportunity t8 equality of

condition. The count have applied the latter. conceptualization to

fight segregation and discrimination against women. It must be re-defined

so that it applies in the economic sphere--to the, individuals who, in spite

of rights, freedoms, and opportunities, are unable to succeed. If this

redefinition occurs-- whether-.in. the courts or the legislaturesthen

school finance probably will.be oneof the first beneficiaries since agree-
.

meth cat be reached more readily about the needs of tie young (or aged);

as past experience has shown. Whether or not this le-definition of equality
F

in tile public'snlind.would be accompanied by a new understanding of the

corpirate nature of society, as evidenced in Canada, is difficult to sty.

:;

Withdut the Tory and socialistic elements in the public philosophy, the
.

..:-

.1.

c6nceit is not there to develop. Experience from the_new peal and Franklin

Roosevelt's othPr programs suggest that extensive social programs can be
\\

1
,

. developed without accompanying philosophical changes.- Pragmatism is an

7
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American-trait, and the alleviation of extreme situations might be Iiiewe0

as just that, and not the creation of a new social order.

In short, the Ilartzian approach leads me to believe that Canada
(

and the United States may, in fact, have somewhat diffeAent futures, with

Canada tending more and more toward, European models of socialism, and,.

the United States struggling to adopt its liberal philosophy to meet

totally new situations. in retrospect, the struggleto equalize educa-

tional services in the United States beginning with Cubberly in 1905,

has been ra struggle to accomplish such a task, but it has failed. The
ti

rtitude of Einancial plans that have been developed are technical

devices invented to avoid facing the real problem, which is one of

politital-lihilosophy,and social values. The ongoing finance stu es

in the United States are pointless. Their common objective appears to

have been to bring low-expenditure districts at least up to the state

median (a goal suggested in Morphet, Johns, and Reller 1969, p. 503 )

N. but without 'appearing'.to z7aise the median or take any funds from one

jurisdiction for use in another. And such an objective must fail, of

course, because the only way to move all those below the median UP to

the bedian is to move all those above the median down to the median is

well. It is this fact which-the politicians have tried to avoid. Prag-

matism has, its limits; no liberal philosophy could legitimize such a step,

however disguised. I suspect, then, that in dealing with_al. social

4

problems, including education, the United State y find the future far

more stressful than will English-Canada.

18
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The Future:, Version II January 1976)

If events in Ontario educatiOn since May 19'75 are incorporated

into my projections for the future, a different set of courses for Canada

and the United States emerge which appear more likely, at lease in the

short run. During this period of seven months, wage settlementsin,Canada

exceeded those, in the United States, largely due to the collective might

of groups such as the provincial teachers' federations. In Ontario; the

presence of ceilings on educational expenditures imposed on boards by'th

?
74N

central government had made the latter into the effective paymaste . n ;

late 1975, as demands for funds became too great, the government lifted

the ceilings--with the provision that all schoolbudget increases over a

modest 8% would be the responsibility of local boards and their ratepayers.

In effect,'this action reversed the fifteen year trend tWard equalization

of educational expenditures among boards and assumption of the costs of
ti

education by the provincial government. Thus, the government shifted away

from a path that eventually would have led to full financi of education

by the provincial government. Indeed, this latter course was recommended

by the provinces Committee on the Costs of Education (1975), though their
4

proposal would have imposed a flat mill rate to be collected locally as a

symbol of local control.

The Ontario government's decision to pursue a more liberal course

was rooted in a desire to divest itself of the responsibility it had acquired

of determining, in effect, the salaries teachers were to be paid. In prac-

tical terms, the provincial cabinet'had tired of being the "provincial

board of education." It preferred the route the United States has followed,

with greater power being exercised by the local boards.

In addition, the pasteven months have seen tremendous problems of

governance in nations such as Britain and Australia. In the United States,

19
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these problems may w I be viewed .as the bitter 'fruits of socialism.

Indeed, it seems that, the Progressive Conservative government in Ontario

have reached just that conclusion, at least with regards to education.

If this is so, then calls for,state,or even federarfunding of education

in the United States may well be viewed with suspicion, as harbingerf of

a day when state legislatures or the Congress would decide salary schedules

for teachers. American policy maker's might well conclude that the full

social costs of equalizing educational expenditures are too great to

balance any benefits that might accrue.

Conclusion

Regar'dless of the "future" that in fact occurs,1 ,tether it be one

of those described or some other alterpetive, the valuss, forces and

philosophies analyzed in this paper will play an imporant role,_though

they are traditionally neglectedin studies on eduoatio6a1 finance. Why

is it that studies dealing with educational finance. have continually

,ignored the long term economic Consequences of.their recommendations?

Why is it that educational equality is almost always defined in fiscal

rather than 'educational terms? Are authors naive, or are th ir under-
.

lying assumptions so stfOng and so deeply held that they are not recognizO

by the'individuals themselves? I suspect it is the latter; host investi-

gators are still conducting reseafth withinthe paradigm- developed by

Cubberly seventy years ago, and fail,to see that the problems he confronted;

'though still present to some degree, were too narrowly defined to_serve as

a foundatiOn for policy research in 1976. Indeed,- it islair to say that %.

in Canada, the extreme inequalities that motivated Cubberly and other are

past and the problems now is to maintain this achievement in the face, of

social, economic aid political threats. It now appears that as many

2"-0
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educational inequities are flowing from curtailment of services due,botb

to teacher strikes and budget shortfalls as from unequal digtribution of

funds per se. If Cubberrey's paradigm, which views equity primarily in

financial terms,.is pursued to its logical conclusion in the U4ted States,

that nation till find itself with fall federal or'statMunding of educa-

tion - and the same:problems of goirernance that Ontario has tasted and is

now trying to avoid. As often occurs, the unthinking pursuit of one goal--

financial equity- -has detrimental effects on other important matters--

salary negotiation, economic vitality, and the ,true quality of education,

in the classroom. Gains from the first may be offset by penalties impose

by'the second. It is time for us all to take a broader look at the factors

related to the quality of education as it really exists in the schools,

and to place fhe role of educational finance into its,proper social, economic

and political perdpectl.ve.

M

I -
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